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Abstract—We polish a theorem and its proof of Daubechies by removing the
boundedness condition. The importance of the original theorem is that it links the
vanishing of moments to the smoothness. © 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
For a function f( x), define
fj,k~ x! 5 2j/ 2f~2jx 2 k!, j, k [ Z.
Ingrid Daubechies proved the following theorem in [1].
THEOREM 1 (Daubechies [1, Theorem 5.5.1]). Suppose f(x) and g(x) are two functions,
not identically constant, such that
^ fj,k, gj9,k9& 5 dj, j9dk,k9. (1)
Suppose that ug(x)u # C(1 1 uxu)2a for some a . m 1 1, and f [ Cm, with f (l) bounded




xlg~ x!dx 5 0 for l 5 0, 1, . . . , m. (2)
One application of this result leads to the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 1 (Daubechies [1, Corollary 5.5.3]). Given a nonconstant function c(x),
suppose {cj,k : j, k [ Z} are orthonormal. Then it is impossible that both c has
exponential decay and c [ C`, with all derivatives bounded.
To see this, assume otherwise the opposite is true. From the previous theorem (for f 5
g 5 c), all moments of c( x) must vanish, which implies that the Fourier transform cˆ (v)
is infinitely vanishing at v 5 0. Since cˆ (v) is analytic on some open stripe containing the
real line, we end up with cˆ (v) [ 0. But by the assumption, c Þ 0.
Similar results were also obtained by Battle [4] and Meyer [3]. Battle’s result was stated
in the context of physics.
THEOREM 2 (Battle [4, Theorem]). If c is an orthonormal wavelet, then it cannot have
exponential localization in both position space and momentum space.
As Daubechies pointed out, Meyer’s proof depended on the whole framework of
multiresolution analysis, and both Meyer and Battle worked with the Fourier transform.
Daubechies’ proof of Theorem 1 was both multiresolution and Fourier transform free, and
hence more general and elementary.
However, there is a shortcoming in the condition list of Theorem 1 because of
Daubechies’ proof strategy. The boundedness condition on the derivatives of f( x) is in
fact unnecessary (see Theorem 1 and Corollary 1). In this letter, we improve Theorem 1
to the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. Suppose f(x) and g(x) satisfy (1). In addition,
(a) u f(x)u # C(1 1 uxu)m and f [ Cm;
(b) the moments of g up to the mth order exist. Then (2) holds.
The essential improvement is that the boundedness condition “with f (l ) bounded for all
l # m” is relaxed to a much weaker condition “u f( x)u # C(1 1 uxu)m.”
The proof given in the next section borrows Freud’s technique (Meyer [2, Chap. 9]) in
using wavelets to study the differentiability of Weierstrass functions.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
In this section, we first introduce the concept of “mth order full point” of a function,
then start to prove a stronger version of Theorem 3.
DEFINITION 1 (mth Order Full Point). A point x 5 x0 is called the mth order full point
of a given function f( x) if
(a) there is a neighborhood of x0, on which f( x) is Cm21; in addition, f (m21) is
differentiable at x0.
(b) f( x0) f9( x0) . . . f (m)( x0) Þ 0.
We next prove the following stronger version of Theorem 3.
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THEOREM 4. Suppose f(x) and g(x) satisfy (1). In addition,
(a) u f(x)u # C(1 1 uxu)m, and f(x) has at least one mth order full point;
(b) the moments of g up to the mth order exist.
Then (2) holds.
The following lemma shows that Theorem 4 implies Theorem 3.
LEMMA 1. Suppose f [ Cm(R) ù L2(R) is not a zero function. Then f(x) has at least
one mth order full point.
Proof. Set Lm 5 R\( f (m))21(0). Then Lm is a nonempty open set since f( x) cannot
be a polynomial by the assumption. There must exist a nonempty open subset of Lm (in
fact it can be dense in Lm), say Lm21, such that f (m21) is nonzero everywhere on Lm21.
We can iterate this process and get a chain on nonempty open subsets
Lm . Lm21 . · · · . L0
such that f ( j) does not take the zero value on Lj for j 5 m, m 2 1, . . . , 0. Then any
point in L0 is an mth order full point of f( x). n
To prove Theorem 4, we generalize Freud’s lemma (Meyer [2, Lemma 9.1]) as the first
step.
LEMMA 2. Let x0 be an mth order full point of f(x) and pm(x) the Taylor expansion
polynomial of order m at x 5 x0. Then
f~ x0 1 u! 5 pm~u! 1 umem~u!,










@ f ~m21!~ x0 1 u! 2 f ~m21!~ x0!# 2 f ~m!~ x0!. (4)
Especially, em(u) 5 o(1) as u 3 0.
Proof. Prove it by induction on m. The key tool is the Taylor expansion with the
residue term expressed by an integral. n
Notice in the lemma, we have not really used the second assumption about a full point.
We shall need it in the proof of Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. For simplicity, assume f and g are both real functions.
First consider the easy case when x0 5 0 is an mth order full point of f( x). The central
idea for other cases is exactly the same.




f~22jx! g~ x!dx 5 0 for all j $ 1.
By Lemma 2,
f~22jx! 5 pm~22jx! 1 22jmxmem~22jx!.
Hence, for all j $ 1,
E
R
pm~22jx! g~ x!dx 5 222jm E
R
em~22jx! xmg~ x!dx. (5)
Since g has the mth moment, xmg( x) is integrable. From the assumption u f( x)u # C(1 1
uxu)m and
em~ x! 5
f~ x! 2 pm~ x!
xm
,
we conclude that em( x) is bounded on R. Finally, since e(22jx) 3 0 as j 3 ` for all
x, the dominated convergence theorem shows that the right-hand side of Eq. (5) is of order
22jmoj(1) as j3 `. We claim that this implies immediately all moments of g up to order
m must vanish. Suppose it is false. Let J # m be the smallest order j such that the jth
moment of g is nonzero. Since x0 5 0 is an mth order full point of f( x), pm( x) must
contain the monomial term xJ. Suppose
pm~ x! 5 c0 1 c1x 1 · · · 1 cJxJ 1 · · · 1 cmxm,
with cJ Þ 0. Then
E
R
pm~22jx! g~ x!dx 5 22jJ@cJMJ 1 A#,
where A is of order O(22j) as j 3 `, and MJ is the Jth moment of g( x). This means
the left-hand side of equation (5) is of exact order O(22jJ) as j 3 `. Tt is impossible
since J # m and the right-hand side is of order 22jmoj(1).
This completes the proof when x0 5 0 is an mth order full point of f( x). For a general
mth order full point x0, the proof is almost the same, with the following small modifi-
cations:
(a) pm( x) is the mth order Taylor expansion polynomial at x0;
(b) instead of using the orthogonal relations for all j $ 1 and k 5 0, apply them for
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all j $ 1 and kj. Here for any fixed j, kj is chosen so that 22jkj is the closest point to x0
among all points of the form 22jk, k [ Z. n
Remark 1. Two comments are in order now. First, the proof again fleshes the idea of
locality in wavelet theory: we are only “zooming” into the neighborhood of a full point x0!
Secondary condition (b) in Theorem 4 is obviously necessary for talking about vanishing
moments, and the condition u f( x)u # C(1 1 uxu)m is also natural after condition (b) to
ensure the integrability of fj,k( x) gj9,k9( x). So in certain sense, the condition list of
Theorem 4 is optimal.
Now we apply Theorem 3 to wavelets.
Corollary 2. Suppose c(x) [ Cm(R) ù L2(R) has up to order m moments and
uc(x)u # C(1 1 uxu)m. If {cj,k : j, k [ Z} constitute on orthonormal set in L2(R), then all
moments of c(x) up to order m must vanish.
Especially, if c( x) [ Cm is compactly supported, then the orthonormality of cj,k
implies the vanishing of all moments of c( x) up to order m. If we define
ms~c! 5 the largest integer m so that c~ x! [ Cm,
mv~c! 5 the largest integer m so that all moments up to m vanish,
then for orthonormal wavelet c with compact support, mv(c)/ms(c) $ 1. For example,
for Daubechies’ family of minimum phase orthonormal wavelets, this ratio is asymptot-
ically near 5.
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